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Reading
In reading lessons, we will continue 
to develop retrieval bY quickly 
skimming and scanning the text. 
Children will be drawing inferences 
from the text and will learn to 
justify these inferences with evidence. 
The children will also develop their 
fluency skills to increase their speed 
and accuracy of what they read.

Maths
To develop an understanding of 
fractions.
•Compare and classify a range of 
geometric shapes •Use angle facts to 
find unknown angles
•Draw a range of geometric shapes 
using given dimensions and angles 
•Describe, draw, translate and reflect 
shapes on a coordinate plane 
•Recognise and construct 3-D shapes 
•Name and illustrate parts of a circle 

Writing 
During our writing lessons we will 
draw inspiration from philip 
pullman’s macabre tale, ‘clockwork’. 
We will carefully analyse the author’s 
tone and style to help us develop our 
own writing techniques.  

PSHE/RE
In PSHE lessons, We will be celebrating 
difference and thinking about what 
makes us unique. 

In RE lessons, we will be comparing 
what people of different religions 
believe their responsibilities are.

Physical Education
During PE, The children will be 
developing their hockey skills.
They will have a lesson with a sports 
coach and one led by their class 
teacher each week.

Home Learning
You can help me at home by:
● Reading with me and asking me 

questions about the book.
● Talking to me about everyday Maths 

E.g. money and change from 
transactions, cooking and 
discussing scales, weight, volume.

● Introducing me to new words and 
explaining their meaning.

● Completing tasks from our maker 
mat. 

Computing
We will be learning:
● To decide whether digital content is 

reliable and unbiased
● To create digital content responsibly
● To use search tools effectively when 

researching

Geography:
The impact of climate change around 
the world with a particular focus on 

South America and Australia.

Science: electricity
Designing electrical circuits 

for specific purposes 


